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Facial representations contain the information concerning expressions:
●

●      ●

Evidence from prlmlng experiments

KIRITA T^KJllllRO (楠田隆博)1, and ENDO Mlrl測() (遠藤光男)2

(Iu,ate FTefectural Uru'uersity)　　( Uniuersity of the Ryukyus)

This study exp一ores whether I'iuial rcpresentati0-1S ｡Orltairl tlle information eoneernlng facial

cxpression by probing the repetition priming in L'ace recognition ofi famous persons (Experiment I ) and

personally familiar persons (Experiments Ⅱa and Ⅱb). In two experimems, We investigate the amoullt Of

prlmlng by solely varylng f'acial expression of prtme and target･ Experlment I showed that Eaces or Famous

persons prlmeJ by the same expression were judged as familiar faster than faces lmmJ by different

expression, whit,A in turn, were Judged Faster than unpr.mod I'aces･ Expcrirnent Ha, in which the targets

were college sta他言ndicated that d鵬rential e範Cts of expression coIJd be obse…ed even言一一unprlmed

(･onditions･ FunhemUre, Experiment Ⅱb showed that graded prlmlng e胱ct帝und in Experimellt I , was

held for the case of personally famihar faces with pictorial "es other than expression strictly controLJed･

These results are in.-sistent with Bruce and Young 'S (1986) view that the face recognition units should

not be sensitive to any facial expression･ On the contrary, they suggest that the information t-corn.ng

faciaL expression should be contained in face recogn.tion units･

Key words: Face recogmtioni Representationsi Facial express･on, RepetitlOn PrLmlng

lntroduction

One of your血･iends might always be smiling each time you meet･ Or you may have a

supeⅣisor who always we紺S a血own･ When you see a hmiliarねce, does the hcial expression

a鵬ct your Huency ln reCOgnlZlng thatぬce? The purpose of this study was to examine what

in皿ence hcial expression exens on the recognltlOn Ofぬmiliarぬces･

The possibility that facial expression aHects recognlt10n Of familiar faces, however, was mled

out in the functional models of face recognition as proposed by Hay and Young (1982) and

Bruce and Young (1986) 〟 In these models膏cial iden誼cation involves distinct sequential stages,

which proceed independently Hom the analysIS Of expression･ To be concrete, when a face is

seen, view一ccntered descrlPtlOnS and more abstract structmal codes are generated･ The fb-er

is used for analysIS Of expression and the latter is compared with sets of structural codes offamiliar

faces stored in face recognition units (FRU). Each mU is assumed to contain expression-

independentぬcial descrlptlOnS Of a鯖miliar person･ If the comparison is success叫the ぬee is

detemined to be familiar and then, access to the person identity node (PIN) is allowed. The
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semantic inf'0-ation conncctcd to the owller Of the face is derived from PINs･ FinaTTy, name

retrieval is ol,1y achieved by way of PINs･ According to this sequential model, aねmiliar person

will always be re{"gnized with the same Huency regardless of hcial expression, because FRUs are

not sensitive to facial expression･ However, if we postulate them is a stage in whir,h normalization

for expression is conducted, the inHuence of facial expression on Eace recognltion should be

apparent in a certain form (see, Valentine a Bruce, 1986).

The assumpt10n that information stored in FRUs should be independent of facial expression

can bc drawn from the idea that if face recogn.tion were indue-ed hy the temporal c,Ranges, for

example, in Lightning, head angle, and expression, it would not work at all in everyday lif'C (Bruce

a Young, 1986) I This assumption has been supported by studies in Jifferent fields including

clinical case studies of brain damaged patients (e･g･, Shuttleworth et a1., 1982; Young et aL

1993), neurophysiological studies of the monkey brain (e.g., Penett et alっ1984) and

psychologica一 studies of human race recognition (C.g., Young et a1., 1986). The results of these

extensive studies have brought converglng evidence to the view thatぬcial ident誼cation is

independent of analysis of expression (see Bruce 皮 Young,1986; Young & Bruce,1991).

However言t shoJd be noted that the presumptlOn that hcial ident請cation proceeds

independently仕om the analysIS Of expression does not necessarily lead to the notion that the

infb-ation stored in FRUs should be expression-independent structural codes. For example言t

is possible that EaciaI expression is stored in FRUs as transfomahle information, much as

infb-ation on hairstyles and defbrmation due to aglng･ In this case十t is likely that the

representation of a familiar face is not static, but is continuously updated by each face encounteT･

Moreover, there may be a few problems in the psycholog.Gal studies that have addressed the

relationship betweenぬcial iden揖cation and allalysIS Of expression･ For one thing, unhmiliar

fades or cartoon-like faces were used as stimuli in some studies which have been thought to

demonstrate the independence of facial identification Hom analysts Of expression･ For example,

using various smiling and sadぬces of two women, Etco紺(1984) asked her subjects to son those

ぬees by identlty ln One SeSSiom and by expression in another session･ Consequently, she obtained

he result that the sonlng task with respect to identity Was not a胱cted byぬcial expression･

Funhermore, there was no inHuence of hcial ident,ty on the class誼cation of hcial expression･

Similarly, Lay and叫Tden (1979)叫Sing line-drawings of expressive ぬees, demonstrated that the

identlty matching ofぬces was not a胱oted byねcial expressiom and vice versa･ What needs to

be noted is that stimulus persons used in the study of Etco∬ and line-drawlngS used in the study

of Lay and Bryden were both un鰭miliar to the subjects, though they were given a Chance to see

some of these 鰭ces prior tO the experimental sessions. This means that their res山s said little言f

anything, about the nature of FRUs, because FRUs are theはcial representatioIIS Ofぬmiliar

persons･ Indeed言t has been suggested that there are substantial di鵬rences in the infbrmation

which is used in the recognition of familiar and unfamiliar faces (Ellie et a1., 1979; Endo et aL

1984).

Another problem is that the double dissociation ofぬcial iden舶cation and analysIS Of

expression has not been demonstrated yet withぬmiliar 鰭ces. For example, Bmce (1986a)

presented a random sequence ofねmiliar and unぬmiliarはces to her subjects and asked them to
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judge whether the face was smiling･ The familiar･ty of faces did not afr'ect the time needed to

judge whether the ぬee was smiling･ Young et al･ (1986) presented two hmiliar飴Ces or two

unfimiliar faces at the same time to the subjects and asked them to judge whether two races were

the same in tens of identity for one session, and in te-S of expression for other session･ Agam,

they obtained the result that the familiarity Of faces affected the identlty judgments, but not

judgments of expression･ However, these two studies only showed that hmiliarlty OfぬCes did not

a鵬ct the analysIS Of expression･ It seems necessary to prove that expression does not exert

innuence on the famiIiarlty judgments or facial identir･cations to say that the information stored

in FRUs should be independent of expression. U品,rtunately, neither Bruce (1986b) nor Young

et al. (1986) examined whether facial expressions innuenced familiarity judgments or the

matching of identlty･

Accordingly, Endo et al. (1992) were the血st to systematically examine the e胱cts of

expression on hmiliar.ty judgments of鰭ces･ In their血st experime叫they drew on sta∬ members

from their universlty and took photographs of happy, ang･y and neutrdl faces for each･ Their

subjects were students at the same universlty･ In addition to these hmiliar hces占he subjects were

also presented with unknownぬces bearing d鵬rent expressions and asked to judge whether they

knew the face. Consequently, the effect of expression on familiar.ty judgments was found only for

the target staff members･ Compared to happy and angry faces, the faces of staff members were

more adroitly recognized as飴miliar when they bore neuml expressions･ There was no e鵬ct of

expression on the judgments fbr unぬmiliar hces･ In their second experimen申hey used the happy

and neutral expressions ofぬmous persons as hmiliar targets and repeated the task ofはmiliarlty

judgment･ Here言t was shown that, unlike the case of sta鮎members, hmous persons were

recognized asぬmiliarぬster with happyぬCes than with neutral expressions･ These res山s deseⅣe

special attention in that the e胱ct of expression on theぬmiliarlty judgments emerged depending

on the class ofぬmiliarlty. Fmhermore, the血ding 血a† expression had no e鵬ct in the judgments

for unfamiliar races is quite consistent with previous rmdings such as Etcofrs (1984) I

Even if a normalizing process as noted earlier is assumed, the results of Endo et all (1992)

cannot be explained by the notion that FRUs are expression-independent stmctual codes･ This

is because if the time needed to normalize theねce d胱rs among expressions, me e範ct of

expression shoJd always be obseⅣed in the same direction imespective of鰭miliarlty Of hce･

Thus, a normalizing process does not explain the d鵬rential e鵬Cts of expression on recognlzlng

faces for three classes of persons: famous, personally familiar, and unfamiliar persons･ Rather,

the results are consistent with the view that the facial representation or a known person is formed

by superimposlng discrete instances, best known as a prope叫Of the parallel distributed model

proposed by McClelland and Rumelhan (1985) ･

McClelland and Rumelhan (1985) presented a simulation that, a‰r leaning various

instances of one category, a distributed recognltlOn module co血d have sensitivities not only to the

leaned instances but also to the central tendency of learned instances: the prototype･ Indeed,

Bmce et al. (1991) demonstrated that subjects came to be sensitive not only to learnedぬCes but

also to unseen prototypes of leaned 鰭ces. Funher, Cabeza et ale (1999) suggested that the

response to prototype was made based on a mechanism of averag.ng featue variations across
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faces when these faces were withi｡l the Same View･ Given this kind or avcraglng meChanismr the

results o†l Endo et al･ (1992) can he explained the f'ollowing way･ That is, wl一cm the instance is

of a personally familiar person with opportunities to he seen in various kinds of expression･ the

information concemlng facial expression might be attenuated or offset･ as a kind of noise･ by

averaglng Or SllperP｡Slng eXemplars･ TlluS the prototype of that person wollld be somewhere

close t｡ neutral expressioTl･ Otherwise申is Just aS probable that the teachers of the urliverslty

whom they used as familiar targets, showed neutral expressions more frequently than any other

expression to their stlIdents･ On the Other ha,ld言n the case of a celebrity who wollld naturally

present a specific expression (i･e･. smiling face) more frequently (see Campbell a Dc Haan,

1998) , the expression of the person would not be offset hy averaging seen in-stances･ In this case･

the prototype of famous person should be greatly in皿enced by a smiling叩reSSion･ As a

consequence, the recognltion of personally familiar persons should be faster for neutral

expressions, whereas the recognltion of famous persons should be faster with smiling ones･
I

The view that FRUs are instance-based representations has been supported by studies

examining repetition priming in face recognition (Ellis, 1992) ･ Repetition priming refers to the

facilitation of recognltlOn Of an object by earlier exposure to that object･ This recogn.t･on gain has

been demonstrated in the studies of face recognition (e･g･, Bruce, 1986b; Bruce 皮 Valentine,

1985, 86i Ellis et a1.. 1987) as well as in the studies of object recognition (e･g･, Warren 8C Morton,

1982) and word recognition (C.g., Scarhorough et alっ1977) ･

In race recognition, Ellis et all (1987) found that repetition priming depended on the degree

of visual similarity between prlme and target･ They obtained maximum e鵬cts of prlmlng When

the same photograph was used fb∫ both prlme and target, but recorded a lesserled e鵬ct when

prlme and target were similar photographs, with the least e鵬ct when dissimilar photographs were

us;a. Furthermore, Brunas et al. (1990; Brunas-Wagstaff et al.,1992) demonstrated that

recogn.zlng a POrtion or part of a familiar face earlier was as effective at prm.ng recognlt10n aS

seeing the entireぬce (the pa-0-whole completion) ･ The graded similarity e鵬ct and the

pa正to-whole completion fbund in prlmlng experiments can be easily explained by the

instance-based recognltlOn model, though the latter is still consistent with the view that FRUs are

abstract descriptions (see Bruce et al･, 1994)･ The view that FRUs are instance-based

descrlPt10nS is also supported by the analysIS Of errors in face recognltlOn made in the laboratory

(Hay et a1., 1991)〟

However, few studies to date have addressed the impact of expression on the recognltion of

familiar faces, with the exception of the study of Endo et aI･ (1992)･ Although quite a few

researchers have suggested that FRUs are instance-based descrlPtlOn, nO One has clearly

demonsuated that the infbrmation concemlng facial expression is contained in FRUs･ We think

it is important to reconrlm the effect of expression on the recognltlOn Of familiar faces in

considering the natme of FRUs･ For this reason, we decided to examine the nature of FRUs by

comparlng the amount of prlmlng With d雌rer一説cial expressions･ The reasons we used prlmlng

paradigm derive什om th誼)llowlng: For one thing'repetition prlmlng has been obseⅣed in the

domain ofぬce recognltlOn but not in other domains such as expression judgments or sex

judgments (Ellie et all, 1990) I Thus, the facilitating effect of priming has been thought to emerge
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H･om the structural change in the race recognltion route: the prlme lowers the threshold of FFUs

(Bruce & Valentine, 1985) or the prime strengthens the connection between feature units and

FRUs (Bruce et al･, 1994; Ellis et all, 1997) andlor between FRUs and PINs (Burtorl et a1.,

1990) I In any case, priming should be a valuable probe in examining the nature ofFRUs (Bruce

et al･･ 1994) ･ For another, to date, no one has attempted to demonstrate graded priming effect

by only varying racial expressions･ When Ellie et all (1987) found a graded similarity eI'fect, they

did not describe in what asp的ts prime and target were similar or dissimilar･ We think that if the

graded prlmlng effect is demonstrated solely by varylng facial expressions, the view that FRUs are

instance-based representation and the view that they contain the infomation c0-cmlng facial

expressioII Carl be con鉦med at the same time.

In Experiment I･ the faces of famous persons were used as familiar targets, and the

expressions in the study and the test phases were varied to examine the e的ct of expression ol℡

prlmlng, Experiments Ⅱa and Ⅱb were rlearly identical to Experimellt I except that the hmiliar

targets were drawn from mcmhers of our college staff whom the subjects met in daily life. These

experiments could be regarded as the examinatioll O白he graded prlmlng e胱ct by solely vaIYlng

facial expressions･

Experiment I

In this experiment･ the repetition prLmlng Paradigm was used and facial expression of

familiar targets was varied in the study and the test phases･ The familiaI･ faces were selected from

Famous persons･ lE FRUs are expression-independent aL)stract descrlPtlOnS, then prLmlng Would

not be impacted by the shin of facial expression from the study phase to the test phase･ On the

other hand言f information concemlng facial expression is contained in FRUs, there would be less

prlmlng e耽ct when the expression was char,ged in the two phaSeS･

Method

Su擁cts

Twenty-four sophomores of Shokei Women 's Junior College particIPated iTnhis cxperiment･

They were paid 500 yen each fb∫ their particIPation･

Stimuli α′!d apparatus

Forty-six famous persons (30 males and 16 females) Were selected as candidates of familia.

targets･ For each candidate･ f'aces with both smiling and neutral expressions were gamered from

magazines with the constraint that head angles arld hair styles of the two plM｡graphS I)e as

identical as possible･ These photographs were transfomed into black-and-white slides. Prior t.

Experiment I, we presented these slides to 25 independent subjects and asked them tO rate

neutral expressions on three 7-point scales, familiarity (totally unknown, 1 , very well known'7) ,

likeness (very poor likeness: 1, very good likeness: 7) , and the expression (utterly neutral‥ 1回Iy

smiling: 7)･ Where wc presented smiling ‰e§, the subjects rated these on only two scales:

likeness and expression･ We adopted the likelleSS ratlng fbllowlng the suggestion that even very
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ねmous persons might be judged as unぬmiliar whenねces drawn血Om media sources showed little

likeliness to that person (Hay et al., 1991, see also Johnston a Barry, 2001). Based on these

ratmgs, we identir.ed 20 male and 10 female famous persons to serve familiar targets･ The mean

ratmgs of 30 familiar targets on each scale are glVen in Table l･ In addition to these 30 familiar

targets, 20鰭mous persons (10 smiling and 10 neutra皿ces) were gathered血Om magazines as

flllers in the study phase･ Further･,more faces･ 10 famous persons (T.ve smiling and r.ve neutral

faces) and 40 unknown persons (20 smiling and 20 neutral faces) were drawn from magazines

as糾ers fbr the test phase･ The sex ratio and the age range Of釧ers were roughly matched to those

of the familiar targets･

To minimize any plctorial cues other than expression, we cut familiar and unfamiliar faces

along the hairlines･ Then we used a scanner (EPSON: CT-6000) to digitalize these into制es

uslng a 256 gray-scale･ Presentations of faces and measurements of reaction times were calTied

out using a TV-type tachistoscope (IWATSU ISEL: IS-701AB) and a host computer (NEC‥

PC-9801DS). Subjects, immobilized with a chin rest, observed the stiThuli from a distance of 80

cm where stimuli subtended 5･0｡ × 3･6｡ in visual angle･

Design and procedures

The combination of smiling and neutral expressions in the study alld the test phases made

four conditions, two congruent pr.me"Onditions where the expressions of the study and the test

phases were the same (i･e･, neutral-neutral, smile-smile) , and two incongruent prime conditions

where the expressions in the two phases changed (i.eっneutral-smile, smile-neutral). Besides

these fbur conditions言wo unprlmed corlditions, ln Which no prlmeS Were presented, Were

established as control conditions (i･e･, -neutral, -smile). Thirty familiar targets were divided into

six groups with each group ass.gned to one of the six conditions･ The asslgnment tO each

condition was rotated around every four subjects･

The task consisted of two distinct phases: a study phase and a test phase･ 1n the study phase,

20亀miliar targets and 20鯖miliar糾ers were randomly presented to the subjects. Half of the

familiar targets were presented with smiling faces, while the remainlng half were presented with

neutral expressions･ Similarly, half of the ramiliar r.llers were presented with smiling faces while

the other halt were presented with neutral expressions･ Each face was presented for 5 sec･during

which the subjects were instructed to name the owner. lf the name or the owner co血d not be

retrieved, the subject described the occupation of or some infbrmation related to the owner. The

Table 1 Mean rat,ngs on familiar.ty, likeness. and expression scales for famous targets

Familiarlty Likeness Expressi0-1

N eutral Smile Nelltral Smile N elltral Smile

Rating　　　6 , 35

SD 0.25

5.16　　　　5.57　　　　　2.08　　　　5.59

0.47　　　　0.75　　　　　0.41　　　0.79
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inter-trail interval was 2 see.

Approximately three minutes a的r the study phase血ished came the test phase･ In the test

phase･ in addition to 20 ramiliar targets seen in the study phase, 10 unseen familiar targets, 10

new familiar f･llers, and 40 unfamiliar f.llers were randomly presented. In each trial the flXation

polnt Was presented fbr O･5 see on the center of the display, and then the stimJusぬce was

presented for two seconds･ The subjects were asked to decide whether the face was familiar, and

to respond by presslng One ,of two response keys as quickly as possible while trylng tO avoid errors･

The inter-trial inteⅣal was two seconds･ The counterbalance of respoIISe keys was taken among

the subjects･ Using another set of faces, 14 trials were carried out for practice before the

experimental session.

Results and discussion

All subjects were飴miliar with all the targets presented in the study phase. Since the fbcus

here was on prlmlng'We did not analyze responses to u晶miliar persons･ The mean reaction

times needed to correctly judge familiar targets as familiar and mean pemntages of errors for

ぬmiliar targets in each condition of the experiment are shown in Table 2･ A olle-Way repeated

measures ANOVA was pe誼)rmed orl the reaction times･ It revealed a s即ificallt main e鵬ct of

experimental conditions, F(5,115) - 13･16, p<()･001 i Planrled compariso'lS (multiple畠est)

showed the fbllowing･ First膏ces primed by the same expression (congruent prime conditions)

Were judged as familiar faster than faces primed by different expressions (incongruent prime

conditions), t(115) - 3･87, p<0･01, which, in tub, Were judged faster than unprimed faces

(no prime conditions), i(115) - 4･43, p<0･01･ Howeve申here was Ilo Significant d雌rence

in reaction times between smiling and neutral faces in no prime conditions, t(115) - 1.00,

p>0･1･ Likewise, no slgnmcant d鵬rence in reaction times was fbund between the two

congruent prime conditions, i(115) - 0･87, p>0･lmor between the two incongruent prime

conditions, i(115) - 0.10, p>0.1.

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was perfbrmed on the arcsine tran誼'rmed

percentages of errorsぅwhich revealed the main e胱ct of experimental conditions to be slgniHcant,

F(5,115) - 5･96, p<0･001･ Planned comparisons (multiple i-test) showed that the subjects

made more errors in the no prime conditions than in the incongruent prime conditions. t(1 15)

- 3･66･ p<0･01 ･ Howeve申here was no slgn誼cant d胱rence in emor rates between congment

and incongruent prime conditions, i(115) - 1･40, p>0･1･ Furthermore"o significant

d鵬rence was fbund in emOr rates between two co岬uent prime conditionsJ(1 15) - 0.62,

p>0･1声etween two incongruentprime conditions, i(115) - 1 ･37,p>0工norbetween two no

prime conditions, i(115) - 0･15,p>0.1.

Taken together･ the results indicate that prlmed targets are recognized more quickly and

accurately than unprlmed targets･ Moreove㌔ the greatest prlmlng lS ObseⅣed when the prime

and target bear the same expression, and moderate prlmlng lS Observed when the expression of

the prlme and target is changed･ These results can be regarded as replication of the graded

priming e胱ct (Ellis et al･, 1987) by solely varying the expression.

Unlike the resJts ofEndo et all (1992) , We fbund no d鵬rences between unprimed smiling
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and unprlmed neutral faces･ This result is rather consistent with the view that mUs are the

expression-independent abstract descrlptlOnS･ However言f FRUs are abstract codes, then the

prlmlng Should be constant irrespective of any changes in expression between prime and target･

Howeve芋 this experiment fbund prlmlng tO be a mnction of congruency of expression between

prlme and target･ Thus, to explain the graded prlmlng e胱cts, We have to think that the equal

Huency of recognltlOn ObseⅣed in two unprlmed conditions arise not because FRU is insensitive

to facial expression, but because it has equal sensitivities to both smiling and neutral expressions

of a famous person･

It should be noted, however, that while the same photograph was used as pr.me and target

in congruent prlme COnditions, d胱rellt Photographs were used in the incongruent prlme

conditions. Thus言f pictorial codes were also involved in the priming e鵬ct (Bruce 皮 Valentine,

1985; Robens 皮 Bruee,1989; Wamen 氏 Monon, 1982) , We cannot entirely deny the possibility

that the moderate prlmlng fbund in incongment prlme COnditions was due to di鵬rent pICtOrial

codes, although we made eveIY POSSible e的-o eliminate such pictorial cues･ We will consider

this possibility agaln in Experiment Ⅱb･

Tabl. 2　Mean correct reaction times nut mean error rates to t'amous targets in eacl-f the pr.mug-ohditions

in Experimellt I

(】orlgment pmne (-(血ms Inm糾Ient pme ｡0…liti｡ns N｡ prlme COllditlUrlS

Neutral_Neutral Smile-Smile Neutral-Smile Smile-NeutraJ　　-Neutral　　-Smile

RT　　　　　　　　678　　　　658　　　　　726　　　　723　　　　　784　　　807

Error rate　　　　　　3.3　　　　　工7　　　　　　8.3　　　　　3.3　　　　14.2　　13･3

overall RT　　　　　　　　　668　　　　　　　　　　　　　725　　　　　　　　　　　795

Overall err.I rat.　　　　　2.5　　　　　　　　　　　　5.8　　　　　　　　　　13･8

Note: Reaction tlmeS in msec and emor rates in %'

Experiment Ⅱ a

The resJts of Experiment I showed that theぬノCeS With smiling and neutral expressions of

a鰭mous person were recognized with the same e縦cierlCy･ Endo et ale (1992) reponed that

personally familiar persons were recognized faster when they bore neutral expressions than when

they were smiling･ In this experiment, we used sta∬ members of our Junior college as危miliar

targets and repeated the prlmlng eXperiment･ Since the members of college sta鮪 whom students

regularly saw were limited to 12 personsぅwe only barely珊帥ed the requlrementS fbr two

congment prime COnditions and two unprlmed conditions･ Incongruent prime COndition where

the expression of the prlme and target are be changed will be examined in Experiment Ⅱb･
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Method

Su擁cts

Sixteen sophomores of Shokei Women's Junior College paniclpated in this experiment･

They were paid 500 yen each fbr their pa五cIPation.

Stimuli and `碑)aratuS

Twelve stafr members of Sh,okei Women 's Junior College (flVe males, seven females) were

selected as familiar targets･ Photographs of smiling and neutral faces were taken for each target

with strictly controls on expression, head angle, and lightning･ In addition to these 24 target

photographs, we used six faces of famous persons (three smiling and three neutral faces) as flllers

tor the study phase･ For the test phase, 12 faces of famous persons (six smiling and six neutral

faces) and 24 faces of unfamiliar persons (12 smiling and 12 neutral faces) were used as fillers.

The sex ratio and the age range of糾ers were roughly matched to those of the familiar targets･

As in Experiment I , au these photographs, a鮎er cut along the hairlines, were digitized into鮒es

with 256甘ay SCale･ Stimulus examples of personally危miliar targets are showll ill Fig･ 1 ･ The

apparatus were also the same as in Experiment I.

Design and procedures

Two congruent prlmlng COnditions and two no prlme COIlditions were set･ In congruent

prime conditions, theぬmiliar targets were always primed by the same expression (i.e.申eutral-

neutraL smile-smile) I In no prime conditions, the familiar targets appeared with smiling or

neutral faces for the I.rst time in the test phase (i･e･, -neutral, -smile). Twelve familiar targets

were divided into four groups and each group was asslgned to one of four conditions. Rotation

of the asslgnment tO each condition was carried out for every four suhjects･

As in Experiment I , the task consisted of the study and the test phases･ In the study phase,

photographs of six of 12 sta鮪 members and sixねmous釧ers were randomly presented to the

subjects･ Half the sta任members were presented smiling, and the remainlng half appeared with

neutral expressions･ Likewise, half the famous fillers were presented with smiling expressions, and

the remaining half were presented with neutral expressions･ Each hce was presellted fbr的e

seconds dming which the subjects were required to name its owner･ They were also instructed

to describe the owner in te-s of occupation or related i嵐,rmation if the name could not be

retrieved. The inter-trial interval was two seconds.

Approximately three minutes a血er ending the study phase, the test phase was be糾n･ In the

test phase, 12 familiar targets (six smiling and six neutral faces) , 12 famous fillers (six smiling and

six neutral faces) , and 24 unfamiliar r.llers (12 smiling and 12 neutral faces) were presented. In

each trial, a fixation polnt Was Presented for O･5 Seconds on the center of the display, followed by

a face for two seconds･ The subjects were instmcted to judge whether the race was familiar and

to respond by presslng One Of two response keys as quickly and as accurately as possible･ The

order of presentation was randomized and the inter-trial inteⅣal was two seconds, Using another

set of faces, the subjects were submitted to 10 practice trials before the experimental session･
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Fig･ 1･ Examples of personally Familiar faces (conege staHs) used in Experiments Ha and Hb.

Results and discussion

Mean coHect reaction times and enor rates fbrぬmmar t紺getS in each condition were

calculated for each subject･ The overall means for each condition are glVen in Table 3. A

one-way repeated meas血es ANOVA was pe品-ed on the reaction times･ It yielded signi鯖cant

main e範ct of expehmentd conditions, F(3,45) - 15･96, p<0･001. Planned com叩isons

(multiple tlest) showed that ramdiar targets were recognized faster in congruent prime conditions

than in no prime conditions, i(45) - 6･46, p<0･01･ Furthe-ore, there was a signillCant

d鵬rence in the reaction times between two no phme conditions, i(45) - 2.06, p<0.05. In

no prlme conditions･ staff memI"rs were recognized faster with neutral faces than with smiling

ones･ However, there was no sLgnincant diEerence in reaction times between two congruent

prime conditions, i(45) - 0.82, p>0.1.

A one-way repeated meas血es ANOVA was pe品rmed on the arcsine調ansfbmed

percentages of eHOrS･ Which revealed the main e鵬ct of experimental conditions to be si伊1品ant,

F(3,45) - 5･00, p<0･01･ Planned comparisons (multiple i-test) showed that the subjects

made more eHors in no phme conditions than in congment phme conditions, i(45) - 3.83,

p<0･05･ However, there was no sl純incant d鵬rence in emor rates between two co昭uent

prime conditions, t(45) - 0･39, p>0+ nor between two no prime conditions. i(45) - 0.39,

p>0･1･

These results show that as in Experiment I , stan members were recognized more quickly and
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accurately under prlmed conditions than under unprlmed conditions･ The most remarkable result

of Experiment IIa is that, unlike famous persons, staff members were recognized as familiar faster

with neutral expressions than with Smiles, exactly the same result that Endo et al, (1992) had

obtained･ This result is not consistent with the view that FRUs are expression-independent

abstract codes･ Rather, the resJts of Experiment Ⅱa support the view that FRUs are sensitive to

info-ation on facial expression･

Another polnt We must note here is that the difference found in reaction times between

unprlmed smiling and unprlmed neutralぬces disappeared when they were prlmed by the same

expression･ Could this be assimilated into the nature of distributed recognltlOn model in which

the most recent instance should retain the most innuence on the representation? We will discuss

this problem later.

Table 3　Mean comeCt reaction times and mean error l･ates lo personallv

L'amiliar targets in each of the prmmg conditions in Experiment Ila
J

CongnJent prime ｡Onditions No prime CO｡lditions

NelItral-Nelltral Snlile-Smile　　　-Neutral　　_Smile

RT　　　　　　　　　　　573　　　　　　506　　　　　　682　　　　739

Error rate　　　　　　　2.1　　　　　4.2　　　　　　16.7　　　18.7

Overall RT　　　　　　　　　　584　　　　　　　　　　　　　71 1

Overall enor rate　　　　　　　3.2　　　　　　　　　　　　1 7.7

Note: Reaction times in msec and emor rates in %

Experiment Ⅱb

ln Experiment I, whereもctors other than expression co血d not have been shctly controlled,

medium prlmlng e鵬ct was fbund when the expression of prime and target was changed･ Thus,

if it is assumed that the plCtOrial codes were also involved in prlmlng e胱ct, the results of

Experiment I could be still consistent with the view that FRUs are the expression-independent

codes･ Using the same personally familiar targets as in Experiment Ha, here we compared the

amount of prlmmg between the congruent and incongruent pr.me conditions･ By taking

photo伊･aphs of personally hmiliar persons, We could strictly limlt plCtOrial cues other than hcial

expression･

Method

Su擁cts

Eighteen sophomores of Shokei Women 's Junior College pa止clpated in this experiment･

They were paid 500 yen each lbr their paniclpation･
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Stimuli and apparαtuS

As in Experiment Ⅱa, 12 sta任members of the college were the hmiliar targets･ ln this

experiment, another type of tachistoscope (lWATSU ISEL: IS-701D) and a host computer

(Apple: Quadra 800) were used to present the stimuli and to measure responses･

Design and pro(,･edures

We set the three COnditions imthis experiment･ In congruent prlme COIldition言he neutral

faces were primed by the same faces (i.C., neutral-neutral) I In incongruent prime condition, the

neutral expressions were primed by smiling hces (i･eつSmile-neutral) 〟 ln no prime condition,

there was no prime, thus, neutral faces were flrSt Shown in the test phase (i･e･, -neutral) I Twelve

staff,members were divided into three groups and each group was ass.gned to one of three

conditions･ Rotation of the asslgnment tO each COIldition was carried ouは,I every six subjects･

As in Experiments I and Ⅱa, the task consisted of the study and the test phases･ In the

study phase, eight of 12 sta什members and eight famous鮒ers were randomly presented to the

subjects. Half of the sta鮪 members were presented smiling, and the remaining half appeared with

neutral expressions･ Likewise, half of the famous I.llers were presented with smiling faces･ and the

remainmg half were presented with neutral faces･ Each face was presented for 5 see during which

the subjects were required to name its owner･ They were also instructed to describe the owner

in tems of occupation or related infomation if the name could not he retrievcd･ The inter-trial

interval was 2 see.

Appr｡Ⅹimately three minutes a範r the study phase血ished began the test phase･ In the test

phase, 12 familiar targets, 1 2 famous rlllers, and 24 unfamiliar fillers were presented with neutral

expression･ In car,h trial, fixation pomt was presented for O･5sec"A the"enter of the display･

軸lowed by presentation of a face for 2 sec･ The subjects were instructed to judge whether the

face was familiar or not, responding hy press.ng one of two keys as quickly and as accurately as

possible･ The order of presentatiorl Was ralldomized alld the inter-trial inte…al was 2 sec･ Using

another Set Ofぬces, the s､Jbjects were submitted to 10 practice trials befbre the experimental

SeSSIOn.

Results and discussion

Mean correct reaction times alld error rates fbr鰭miliar targets in each conditioII Were

calculated for each subject･ The overall means for each condition are glVen in Table 4･ A

one-way repeated measures ANOVA was pe誼,rmed on the reaction times･ It revealed that the

main e胱ct of experimelltal conditions was sign誼cant, F(2,34) - 15･00, p<0･001･ Planned

comparisons (multiple i-test) showed that familiar targets were recognized faster in incongruent

prime condition than in no prime condition, i(34) - 4･47, p<0･01･ However, there was no

slgn誼cant d胱rence ir° the reactioll times between congruent and incongrllent Prlme COnditions,

i(34) - 0.5工p>0.1.

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was perfbrmed o†l the arcsine transfbmed

percelltageS Of errors, which proved the main e耀ct of experimental conditions to be slgnincant,

I"(2,34) - 5.70, p<0.001. Planlled comparisons (multipleれest) revealed that while the
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subjects made fewer errors in congruent prlme COndition than in i-ongment prlme C,Ondition,

i(34) - 2･05, p<0･05, there was no signmcant d鵬rence in error rates betweell incongruent

and no primed conditions, t(34) - 1.58,p>0.1.

Unlike Experiment I, the results of Experiment IIb showed no dirf'ereme in re,ac,tion times

hetweerl COngruent and iIICOngruent prlme COnditioIIS･ However㍉he Subjects made more errors

in the incongruent condition than in the congruent condition, which indicates the speed-accuracy
こつ

trade-o什　Taken together, recogll,tion emciency may紳1 in the order: congruent prlme

conditioll > incongruent prlme COndition > no prime COndition･ Thus it can be conclllded that

the graded prlmmg lS StiTT present when the factors other than expression are strictly controlled.

Table 4　Mean Correct reat-t-on times a.-d mean error rとlteS t｡ PCrSOnallv familiar targets i.- eacrl Or th(､

prlmmg Conditions in Experiment Hh

Congn.cut pr.mc, C,Ondition Im0.1gruCnt PrLme "nJition,　No pr.me condJtion

Neutral-Neutral Smile-Neutral

Rl1　　　　　　　　　　　　58 1

Error rate　　　　　　　　　5.6

Note: Reaction times in msec and emOr rates irl %

General discussion

The series of experiments show a number of imponant aspects of repetition prlmlng and

recognlt10n Of familiar races･ First, the results of Experiment I indicate that smiling faces and

faces with neutral expressions of famous persons are recognized with equal nuency (unprimed

conditions) I This result is not consistent with the Endo et al/S (1992) fmding that famous

persons are recognizedぬster with smiling ぬees than with neutral expressions･ On the other hand,

the results of Experiment Ila show that when it comes to personally familiar persons (staff

members) , neutral faces are recognized faster than smiling ones, which is consistent with the

角ndings of Endo et al･

Second, the results of Experiment I also show that faces of famous persons are recognized

ねster when they are prlmed by the same expression than when prlmed by di範rent expressions･

Funhermore, the resJts of Experiment Ⅱb indicate that this tendency holds fbr cases of

personallyぬmiliar persons with the pictorial cues other thanぬcial expression being strictly

controlled･ Thus, these results can be regarded as the graded prlmlng e鵬ct of solely varylng facial

expression. As far as the reaction times for Experiment Hb, however, use of the same photograph

advantage in prlmlng lS less obvious indicatlng that the plCtOrial cues might be also involved in

repetition prlmlng･

ln order to explain these results consistently as well as to preseⅣe the notion of FRUs, We

have to consider FRUs are instance-based representations rather than abstract ones･ The,1 how
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does the instance-based FRU model explain why personally familiar persons are recognized faster

with neutral expressions than with smiling ones? As noted earlier, the subjects may well have

opponunities to see various expressions of sta∬ members, which results in removal of expressive

components五〇m the prototypes･ Othe-ise, Japanese teachers seldom smile as they lecture･

Consequently. the result that smiling and neutral faces of famous persons were recogmzed with

equal Huency could be explained hy,assummg that smiling and neutral exemplars of a famous

person have same innuence oil the creation of FRUs･ In fact, mean ratlngS Of likeness for famous

persons was even higher on smiling faces than on neutral ones, t(29) - 2･20,p<0･05･ So言t

may be possible that when the famous persons are familiar targets, smiling faces will be

occasi?Dally recognized faster than neutral faces･ as Endo et al･ (W92) reported･ depending on

the selection ofねmous persons･

More recently, We obtained the results of experiments indicating that the natme of FRUs

change according to experiences･ In that experime叫Smiling and neutralぬces were drawn請m
I

both sta鮪 members of the college andぬmous persons asぬmiliar targets･ Smiling and neutral

faces of unknown persons were also used as distractors to conduct the task･ The I.rst- and

second-year students of the college particIPated in the experiment of familiar.ty decision task･

With first-year students the effect of expression on the familiarity decisions was not found for any

class of familiarlty･ There was no difrerence in reaction times between smiling and neutral faces

whether the owners ofねCes were sta鮪 members膏mous persons, or unknown persons･ On the

other hand, 'n the second-year students, the e鵬ct of expression was fbund to a胱ct only

judgments for personally familiar persons･ Again, start members were recognized faster with

neutral faces than with smiling ones･ These results suggest that the daily life interaction of students

and teachers change the FRUs fbr teachers･ Recall that in the experiments reponed here･ all

subjects were in their second year of junior college･

It should be wonhy of note, however, that our results do not deny the view that the鰭cial

ident誼cation and the analysIS Of expression are independent of each other･ They suggest that

facial expression retained in FRUs is a changeable, constantly updated info-ation similar to

hairstyles or aglng infb-ation･ That FRUs have sensitivities to hcial expression is one thing, but

the independence of recognltlOn Of hces血om analysis Of expression is another･

There remains one thing to be considered: the greater prlmlng Observed in smilingぬces･ In

experiment Ⅱa, whereas there was slgni鯖cant d鵬rence in reaction times between two unprlmed

conditions, the difference was no more slgnificant when the targets had been prlmed by same

ぬces･ To be precise, the d鵬rence in reaction times between unprlmed neutral and prlmed

neutral conditions was 109 msec, and the di範rence between in reaction times unprlmed smiling

and prlmed smiling conditions was about 143 msec･ Could血s slight d鵬rence be assimilated

into the natue of dis廿ibuted recognltlOn model in which the most recent instance should retain

the most inHuence on the representation? Altematively, Co血d this mean that the prlmlng Of

smiling ぬees was actually larger than that of neutralぬces by 34 msec?

Aside血om the natme of distributed recognltlOn model, there are two other plausible

possibilities･ For one, ,t is probable that there might be a Hoor e範ct in the prlmed neutral

condition in Experiment Ⅱa･ Inぬct, Compared with the results of Experiment I, overall mean
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reaction times in Experiment Ⅱa were shortened by abol⊥t 100 msec･ For arlOtller言t is also

possible that the prlmlng lS aCtl,a一ly greater when the prime and target bear smiling expressiorlS

than when they both have n-tral expressions, since the same tendency was found in the results

of Experiment I i While the d鵬rence in reactiorl times hetweerl ullprlmed lleutral a,ld congruent

prlme neutral conditions was 106 msec, the d雌rence in reaction times betweerl unprlmed

smilillg a,ld co,lgnle,lt prlme Smiling conditions was 149 msec･ Again声he prlmlng With smiling
一イ

faces was greater than that of neutral faces hy 43 mse｡･ This might imply that言n re,petition

prlmlng, there should be slight but consistent differences between smiling and neutral faces.

U誼,rtunately言n both Experiments I alld Ⅱa, the experimerlt design did not a一low us to directly

examine these di的rences･ As such this problem must be reserved fbr請ture study･
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